
1 91 531750 Stochastic Processes
Exam. Date: 01-02-201 3, 1 3:45-1 6:45

ln all answers: motivate your answer. When derivation is required, you must provide
the derivation. This exam consists of 5 problems. The total number of points is 36.

Good luck!

1. a) [2pt] Define a renewal equation and write it down in a general Íorm.

b) [3pt] Consider a renewal process where the times between events have a dis-
tribution I'? that is not arithmetic with mean ir. Let 71 be the excess time at Í > 0.

Derive lirnl-- Í'(1, > ,).

2. A lifetime X of a piece oÍ equipment has an exponentialdistribution F(t) : P(X <
t) : t - e À'. The equipment is replaced either upon a Íailure or upon reaching
age T. The cost oÍ a new equipment is c1 euro. lf the equipment is replaced upon
a failure then there is an additional cost oÍ c2 euro and an additional random delay
that has distribution function G with mean 1l.

a) [2pt] Name two possible renewal processes related to the replacement model
above.

b) [3pt] Derive the long-run average cost per unit time for this replacement model.

3. Let {X,,} be a Markov chain with transition probabilities fl,i+r : pi : 7 - Pi.s Íor

the unique value for which a1)p"-1f (a - 1) > 1 > (o + 7)Bp"la. Define

rl:\ [ u 1n 'P,' P,-r'" Pn-1 ' for i < rr

It'r-\r, fori)rL.

a) [2pt] Show that /(;) > z for all z.

b) [2pt] Show that /(i) > lElÍ6,,)lX,-, : ll so that {,3"/(X,,)} is a nonnegative
supermartingale.

c) [3pt] Let 7 be a Markov time such that P(T < oc) : 1. Using b), verify that
/(l) > E(l'f ,Xr)lXo : z), and then use a) to conclude that /(,) > E(7rX7lxo:
l) for all such Markov times.

d) [3pt] Define 7. : min{n ) 0 '. X, ) cr}. Argue that P(7. < m) : 1. Finally,
prove that /(z) : Ellr. X7.lXr - l]. Thus, 7. maximizes ElSr X7lXo : z] over all
Markov times 7 such that P(7 ( m) : 1.

> Continued on the other side <



4. Let {X,,} denote a branching process, i.e. Xo : 1 and Xn+7 : Dï:, 2,,, for n ) 0,
where Zn,, are i.i.d. random variables with mean p. Let Yn : Xnl Lr".

a) [2pt] Show that Y" is a martingale.

b) [3pt] Show that Íor any non-negative function À : N -+ R. such that lim,*_ À(") :
+co holds

iTl P(.?,-% Y, > À(n)) - o.

c) [3pt] Discuss the convergence oÍ {X"}. In particular, explain the inÍluence of p.

5. Let {B(t),ó > 0} be a standard Brownian motion. Define, for a > 0 and ó < 0,
T:inf{u > 0:B(u) e {a,öi}.
a) [3pt] By applying the stopping theorem to the martingale {B(t),Í > 0} and the
stopping time 7 show that

P(BU)_ o)--b(t-o

Define now 
11 1

1t(t) - 
Jo 

n@)a, - 5/t(/)3.

b) [3pt] Show that {I,./(t), t > 0i is a martingale.

c) [2pt] Deduce that the expected area under the path ot B(t) until it Íirst reaches
one of the levels a or b is

1

yLb(a + b).

Hint: apply once more the stopping theorem, this time to the martingale {I[(t),t >
o).

Total: 36 points


